Allometries and the morphogenesis of the molluscan shell: a quantitative and theoretical model.
This article explores the close relationships between growth rate and allometries of molluscan shells. After reviewing the previous theoretical approaches devoted to the understanding of shell form and its morphogenesis, we present a free-form vector model which can simulate apertural shape changes and nonlinear allometries. Shell morphology is generated by iteratively adding a growth increment onto the last computed aperture. The first growth increment defines so-called growth vectors which are assumed to be constant in direction (relative to the last computed aperture position) during a simulation of a shell (ontogeny). These growth vectors are uniformly scaled at each time step according to various growth rate curves that are used to simulate the mantle growth over time. From the model, we derive morphometric variables that illustrate the ontogenetic trajectories in time-size-shape space. We investigate the effects of changing the growth curves types, growth rate parameters and growth vector maps on the direction, speed and patterns of ontogenetic allometries. Because this model focuses the issue on time, it highlights a plausible effect of growth rate on shell shape and illustrates some fundamental geometrical properties of the logarithmic spiral, in particular the close relationship between the size and the geometry of growth increments. This model could be used to develop a mathematically data-driven approach where experimentally obtained growth curves could be used as inputs in the model. More generally, our study recalls the role of growth rates in the generation of allometries.